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Abstract

We consider the impact of preferential trade agreements (PTAs) on horiz

foreign direct investment (FDI) coming from parent countries outside the P

While easier access to a larger market due to a PTA may justify new FDI,

existing investments may be rationalized as firms concentrate production 

single plant in the PTA. Which effect dominates depends on the extent of pr

tariff jumping. The number of firms in the industry and non-PTA welfare may

or fall. PTA welfare increases regardless of PTA-induced changes in inward 
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I. Introduction

The plodding progress on global, multilateral trade liberalization 

accompanied by renewed interest in discriminatory trade liberalization in the 
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of preferential trade agreements (PTAs). Many developing countries now s
eager to participate in such extra-national cooperatives. Examples are num

Mexico’s ascension to the Canada-US Free Trade Agreement (CUSFTA) to 

NAFTA, and the desire of other American nations to do the same; Mediterra

and Central European countries negotiating bilateral PTAs with the Euro

Union; the MERCOSUR customs union encompassing Brazil, Argent

Paraguay, and Uruguay, with several other South American nations sho
interest in joining; and the deepening interaction in the Association of South-

Asian Nations (ASEAN). The motivation of individual nations varies, but in ma

cases the expanded market access due to the PTA is hoped to lure inc

foreign direct investment (FDI) into the country. However, it is not clear to w

extent PTA formation will increase FDI inflows, if at all. While the trade literatu

abounds with analyses of PTAs, studies which consider the impact of 
formation on FDI are much fewer. This paper seeks to shed some light on

issue.

That PTAs impact FDI flows finds some empirical support. The early stage

European integration, a period notable mostly for reduced tariffs on in

European trade, saw a significant increase in US FDI into the European Com

Market due to EC formation.1 More recently, Aristotelous and Fountas (1996) fin
that the introduction of a single European market in 1993 under the Single M

Program led to increased U.S. and Japanese FDI there, and argue persuasiv

this is due to a perception of a larger, more integrated European market. 

survey data, Bannister, Primo Braga and Petry (1994) find that the formatio

MERCOSUR positively influenced investment into the region. Blomström 

Kokko (1996) examine the impact of several regional integration agreem
(CUSFTA, NAFTA, MERCOSUR) and find scope for positive influences, but n

that FDI may respond to policy shifts in a temporally asynchronous fashion. U

a more rigorous methodology, Globerman and Shapiro (1999) find that Can

FDI, inward and outward, increased significantly with the advent of CUSFTA 

NAFTA. Most of these studies are quick to point out that regional integration 

practice often accompanied by broader economic reforms that may have a
significant impact on FDI flows.

Lay thinking on PTAs often holds that if free trade is desirable, then P

formation which reduces some trade barriers is also desirable. Viner (1950

1UNCTC (1993) summarizes several studies on the impact of European integration on FDI.
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the first to dispel this notion by suggesting that countries may lose when 
switch to more expensive suppliers due to tariff preferences, the ‘trade diver

phenomenon.2 Bhagwati and Panagariya (1996) suggest that small countries, 

as most developing countries, joining in PTAs may be particularly susceptib

losses, as they are more likely to have higher trade barriers that translat

predominantly unilateral reforms vis-à-vis their larger, more liberal PTA partn

Modern theory that incorporates a role for the industrial organization of firm
often more optimistic in its conclusions. In their excellent survey, Baldwin 

Venables (1995) note that regional integration can deliver significant gains in

form of scale economies and pro-competitive effects in models with impe

competition and increasing returns to scale. The larger market and incre

competition brought on by integration increases the perceived elasticity of dem

and lowers markups, benefiting consumers. Larger production runs lower av
costs, and the exit of redundant firms frees resources for competing uses.

However, none of these analyses allows for multinational production. PTAs

at best second-best, as they simply alter the pattern of trade distortio

preferentially lowering the cost of trade with partners. Multinational firms of

arise as a reaction to trade distortions, so there is strong reason to believ

would respond to shifts in the pattern of distortion. Multinationals typically o
large stocks of intangible assets which are non-rival with respect to other in

and can be brought to bear in any location at low cost (Caves (1996)

Markusen (1995)). If such firm-specific costs (in generating the asset) are a 

proportion of total costs, the firm might jump the trade barrier (such as a 

wall) by supplanting exports with a new facility that produces locally.3 Horstmann

and Markusen (1992) and Markusen and Venables (1998) point out 
overlooking multinationality can lead to erroneous conclusions about the ef

of trade policy by failing to account for shifting production patterns. In the con

of PTAs, Ethier (1998) shows that small countries have potential to gain 

marginal tariff preferences with larger nations when said preferences redirec

inward from competing non-member host countries. This is contrary to traditi

analysis, which finds a bias towards losses for such countries.
One of the very few studies to look explicitly at regional integration and F

2Lipsey (1960) surveys the early literature, treating welfare and trade pattern effects.
3‘Tariff jumping’ can take several forms, including licensing assets to or engaging in a joint venture
local firms, or establishing a wholly-owned subsidiary through greenfield investment or acquisiti
a local firm. FDI typically implies the subsidiary approach.
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Motta and Norman (1996) extend the approach of Horstmann and Mark
(1992) by modeling two countries integrating in a three-country world, each 

an indigenous oligopolist operating under Cournot conjectures facing a tra

between the fixed cost of a production subsidiary and trade costs incurred 

exporting. They identify a rationalization effect as regional firms rationalize t

FDI and switch to intra-regional exporting, with this FDI to some extent be

replaced by the external firm, which establishes an export platform in the re
that also contributes to additional intra-regional trade.4

This paper adopts the industrial organization approach to modeling FDI to

additional insight into how production location decisions respond to P

formation.5 The papers by Ethier (1998) and Motta and Norman (1996) focu

attracting FDI from other PTA member countries. We consider a different issu

ability of regional agreements like MERCOSUR and ASEAN to attract horizo
FDI from non-member countries. We extend the basic framework of Marku

and Venables (1998) which features monopolistically competitive firms 

increasing returns to scale at both the firm and plant levels.6 Thus, our analysis

differs from that of Motta and Norman in which there is no role for firm-lev

scale economies (the number of firms is fixed) and welfare effects in the 

member countries are not considered. We arrive at two main findings. Firs
degree to which integration spurs additional FDI depends on the level of the i

trade distortion. At lower levels of distortion, a ‘market expansion’ effect w

bring in FDI where there was none before as the larger integrated market jus

incurring additional plant costs. However, at higher levels of distortion exis

FDI is rationalized as MNEs reduce the number of regional plants, 

rationalization effect mentioned previously. Second, the market expansion eff
associated with a decrease in the total number of firms in the world, an incre

host-country welfare and a reduction in rest-of-the-world welfare, while 

rationalization effect is associated with an increase in the total number of 

and an increase in the welfare of all countries. Third, price equilibria are sen

to both the size of plant-specific and firm-specific fixed costs relative to ma

size in both the integrating countries and the rest of the world, and prices i

4Robson and Wooton (1993) also examine integration and FDI, considering the efficiency conseq
when parents and subsidiaries are located within the integrating countries with no outside firms

5In addition to papers already mentioned, related models of FDI include Markusen (1984), He
(1985), and Horstmann and Markusen (1987). Nearly all such models consider only two countr

6In a companion paper (Konan and Heinrich, 2000), we use computational methods to analyze the
with asymmetric countries and general equilibrium effects.
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integrating region are sensitive to the relative sizes of the integrating region
the rest of the world. We find firm-level economies of scale to be importan

determining price equilibria.

II. The General Model

We assume there to be three countries, two of which, denoted A and B, can join
in a preferential trade agreement (PTA), while the rest of the world, denotedR or

ROW, is exogenously excluded from participation in the agreement. A and B are

held to be identical in all respects. Our partial equilibrium analysis focuses 

single industry producing a single good, X. X is produced with increasing return

in a monopolistically competitive environment with free entry and exit.X
production requires a firm-specific fixed cost F incurred in the country of
ownership, as well as a plant-specific fixed cost G that must be incurred in every

country in which the firm maintains a production facility. All fixed costs a

assumed to be constant across all countries. Marginal production costs in co

i, denoted ci, are assumed to be constant and equal across countries (ci=c∀i) and

production scales.

X producers may be national or multinational, with the existence of subsidi
being the distinguishing feature. We assume the integrating countries ca

supply the firm-specific asset critical to X production, thus eliminating the

possibility of any X firms being based there. Thus, all national firms will b

located in ROW, and such firms will be denoted in general as type-n. Multinational

firms are then also exclusively headquartered in ROW and maintain a single plan

there. Multinationals can maintain a single plant in either of the integra
countries, such denoted type-mi for i=A,B, in number mA and mB corresponding to

the location of the subsidiary manufacturing facility,7 or maintain a plant in all

countries, denoted type-mAB in number mAB. We assume multinationals servic

either A or B from plants within the integrating region, and further assume 

investment into the integrating region is evenly distributed between A and B
(mA=mB). Exports face a transport cost τ which must be incurred by the exporte
(such as sales in B of type n or mA firms) and are specified as a cost per unit 

X exported. Trade costs are assumed to be initially identical between all coun

i.e., that τij=τ, i, j=(A, B, R), i≠j, where τij is the specific transport cost per unit of X

7mi will denote firms with a single subsidiary in the integrating region before PTA formation. A
integration, such firms will be denoted mu.
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shipped from i to j. We specify τ to be a positive ratio of marginal costs, τ=tc, t>0.
We assume demand for X in every country, ala Cobb-Douglas preferences, to

(1)

where Ei is expenditure on X in country i, pi is its price there and Xic is the sum of
sales of X in country i;

,

where  is the sales in country j of an individual type-k firm producing in country

i. Expenditure on X is fixed in each country, and A and B spending on X is a
constant portion y of that in ROW, 0<y≤1. Calling ER≡E, then EA=EB=yE. 

Pricing in the X market will be determined by the condition that margin

revenue equals marginal cost. Given demand, this will entail price set as a m

over marginal cost. Denote the markup  in country j as that of a type-k firm

producing in country i. Cournot conduct is assumed by firms in the X sector,

implying marginal cost markups equal market share divided by own-p
elasticity of demand. Recognizing that constant-expenditure demand func

require own-price elasticities of unity, the markup is simply equal to each f

market share,

(2)

Given the extensive symmetry assumptions, the price of X in A and B will be

equal. This will be the case both before and after PTA formation, tho

integration will result in a change in the price of X in all countries. Hereafter, the

price of X in the integrating countries will be denoted pu (=pA =pB). This then

implies markups for a given firm type will also be equivalent in A and B,

. The u subscript denotes a single integrating country, rather t
the whole union.

Before integration, there is an ambiguity as to production regime which app

in analyzing the model. We will assume a zero profit condition, and firms un

such a condition are essentially trading off fixed subsidiary costs against 

costs, and these effects are additive across the two integrating markets. Firm

Xic Ei pi⁄=

XRc XRR
n

XRR
mA

XRR
mB

XRR
mAB+ + +=

XAc XRA
n XAA

mA XBA
mB XAA

mAB+ + +=

XBc XRB
n

XAB
mA

XBB
mB

XBB
mAB+ + +=

Xij
k

eij
k

eij
k Xij

k

Xic

------
pj Xij

k

Ej

-----------= =

eiA
k

eiB
k

eiu
k= =
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indifferent between choosing to invest in one country or both if they inves
either, and we address this ambiguity by assuming that if a firm invests in e

A or B, then it will invest in both. Thus, single-subsidiary multinationals (type-mi)

will not exist before integration.8

Firms choose outputs such that marginal revenue equals marginal cost

firms choosing no output if MC exceeds MR. Marginal cost is c for firms not

subject to trade costs, and c(1+t) for firms that are. As marginal revenue is pric
times 1 minus the markup, the pricing equations for all firms in the ROW market

and multinationals in A and B are then (assuming positive outputs)

(3)

while the pricing equation for national firm sales in A and B is

(4)

Putting (2) together with (3) and (4), we can obtain relations for outputs in te
of prices, 

, (5)

    (6)

     (7)

Firms in the X industry are monopolistically competitive, so free entry and e
will drive profits to zero. The zero profit condition is equivalent to the requirem

that markup revenues be equal to fixed costs. For national firms, this conditi

expressed as

(8)

and the condition for pre-integration multinationals is

(9)

Substituting for X from (5)-(7) and the markup from (2) and considering the c

when all outputs are positive, conditions (8) and (9) become

pR 1 eRR
k–( ) pu 1 euu

mAB–( ) c= =  k n mAB,=,

pu 1 eRu
n–( ) c 1 t+( )=

XRR
k

E
pR c–

pR
2

--------------=  k n mAB,=,

XRu
n yE

pu c t+( )–

pR
2

--------------------------=

Xuu
mAB yE

pu c–

pu
2

-------------=

pReRR
n XRR

n 2pueRu
n XRu

n+ G= F+

pReRR
mABXRR

mAB 2pueuu
mABXuu

mAB+ 3G= F+

8Formal analysis leading to this assumption is contained in an appendix, which also discusses h
results might be altered were this assumption relaxed.
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The pre-integration X sector is thus defined with the number of each firm ty

given in (10) and (11), outputs given by in (5)-(7), and goods prices given in

and (4).

PTA Formation

Suppose that countries A and B enter into a regional integration agreement su
that the cost of trade between them is eliminated and consumers are a

arbitrage across the two regions.9 Trade in goods within the PTA is integrate

(tAB=tBA=0), but with fixed and variable costs left unaffected. Multinationals c

now service both A and B from a single plant in either without incurring trad

costs. Under this condition, no firm would ever want to maintain two plants in

integrating region and type-mAB firms will not exist (mAB=0). Rather, such firms
will reduce the number of plants they maintain in the PTA. Strictly national fir

based in R will see no change in the world environment (aside from the num

and composition of competitors) as the assumption of uniform trade c

eliminates any incentive for supplying a high trade cost PTA partner with exp

deflected through the low trade cost partner. In addition, upon integration tA
and B markets are considered unified with no price discrimination possible an
let puI be the integrated, post-union price in A and B. As the model specification is

largely unaffected, we simply note the following change to (11), the zero-p

condition for post-integration multinationals (denoted type-mu),

. (12)

III. Solving the Model

The systems of zero-profit conditions (11) and (12) and their post-integra

counterparts are highly non-linear in prices so closed-form solutions are

E
pR c–

pR

-------------- 
 

2

2yE
pu c 1 t+( )–

pu

------------------------------ 
 

2

+ G F+=

E
pR c–

pR

-------------- 
 

2

2yE
pu c–

pu

------------- 
 

2

+ 3G F+=

E
pR c–

pR

-------------- 
 

2

2yE
pul c–

pul

--------------- 
 

2

+ 2G F+=

9Due to the assumptions employed, this integration agreement is in effect a customs union if we in
the trade cost as a tariff.
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viable, but we can still obtain some analytical results. Defining g≡G/E and f≡F/E,
rearranging terms allows us to rewrite the pre-PTA zero profit condition (10)

national firms as

(13)

(13) describes the zero profit locus for national firms which we denote πn. This

equation describes an ellipse in markup space, with center at eRi=0, a horizontal

diameter along the eRu axis of 2[(g+f)/2y]1/2 and a vertical diameter along the eRR

axis of 2(g+f)1/2. This locus can be represented on the (pu, pR) price plane in a

slightly distorted form, with the horizontal and vertical diameters proportiona

those above and the center at (c(1+t), c).10 Price pairs located within the ellipsoid
are associated with negative profits.

Replicating the procedure characterizes the zero profit locus for pre-

multinationals, dubbed πmAB, and that for post-union multinationals, dubbed πmu.

The latter is of the form

. (14)

which is centered at (c, c). The former becomes

pR c–( ) pR⁄( )2

g f+
-----------------------------------

pu c 1 t+( )–( ) pu⁄( )2

g f+( ) 2y⁄
---------------------------------------------------+ 1=

pR c–( ) pR⁄( )2

2g f+
-----------------------------------

pul c–( ) pul⁄( )2

3g f+( ) 2y⁄
-------------------------------------+ 1=

Note: Given supply conditions and zero-profit loci. Axes shown intersect at (c,c), and not the
price origin. NA and NB not shown.

Figure 1. Determining Price Equilibrium

10The center coordinates are determined by setting the numerators for each term on the left hand
(13) equal to zero and solving for the respective coordinate. Throughout the paper, we follo
convention of ROW prices being on the vertical axis and PTA prices being on the horizontal axis
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also centered at (c, c). Thus, πmAB lies outside of πmu. We shall concern ourselve

with the region of the ellipsoid consistent with non-negative markups, i.e., north-east

of center.

Price equilibrium will entail either a single firm type (homogeneous regime

many (mixed regime). Characterization of equilibrium prices requires 

inclusion of demand and supply conditions. For the purposes of descr

equilibrium, suppose a post-PTA situation. In an equilibrium with only natio
firms, demand and supply market-clearing conditions require that

(16)

which, when combined with the supply equations (5) and (6), yield the expre

. (17)

Equation (17) holds for the sets of prices at which only national firms exist. 

corresponds to the “national firm ray,” labeled NC in Figure 1, from the origin
through the center of πn.

11 A similar procedure presupposing only post-PT

multinationals gives us a characterization of the multinational ray (Mu),

(18)

Thus, N always lies below Mu for t>0. If both firm types are active, then

equilibrium prices lie between N and Mu and approach one or the other as t

relative number of firms of that type increases.

Price equilibrium is determined by the intersection of the zero-profit 

contingent on this intersection being between N and Mu.12 Figure 1 shows three

potential intersections of the zero-profit loci, points (A), (B) and (C), wh

tA>tB>tC. At point (A) both nationals and multinationals would earn zero prof

but that equilibrium entails a negative number of national firms and so is

feasible. Rather, equilibrium will be at point (m) where Mu intersects the zero-

profit locus of multinationals and there will be only multinationals in equilibriu

pR c–( ) pR⁄( )2

3g f+
-----------------------------------

pu c–( ) pu⁄( )2

2g f+( ) 2y⁄
----------------------------------+ 1=

nXRR
n E pR⁄= nXRu

n yE pu⁄=,

pR pu⁄ 1 t+( ) 1–=

pR pu⁄ 1=

11In the figures, the center of the coordinate system is at (c, c), not the origin. Thus, N does not go throug
the illustrated intersection of the horizontal and vertical axes for any positive trade cost.

12Proof and supporting discussion can be found in Markusen and Venables (1998). Briefly, no
negative combination of number of firms of both types can offer supplies consistent with prices o
the cone bounded by N and Mu.
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(national firms are earning negative profits at (m)).13 At an intersection of the

zero-profit loci that lies between N and Mu, such as (B), both firm types exist in
equilibrium and prices are determined at that point. At intersections below N, such

as (C), multinationals cannot be supported, and equilibrium will be at poin

consistent with only national firms. A similar procedure will determine the p

integrated equilibrium, with the price ratio consistent with only mAB firms also

being that given by (18).

We can obtain solutions for some prices. Several comparative static exe
are of interest, and many for a two-county world are treated in Markusen

Figure 2. Pre- and Post-integration Pr ice Equilib r ia (αααα and ββββ, respectively) for Various
Trade Costs.

Note: As we move from panel to panel, the trade cost is increasing in value.

13This can only happen if πn is high enough such that its highest point on the vertical axis is above 
which is the case provided f/g>(1-2y)/2y, i.e., that the plant-specific cost is not ‘too large’ relative t
firm-specific cost, with too large being relative to the size of the integrating markets. We will hence
assume f/g>(1−y)/y, which is a similar (stronger) condition on the intersection of πn and πmAB.
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Venables (1998). We proceed to examine the subject of interest, the integrat

A and B.

A. PTA Formation and Initial Trade Costs

We are now able to address the changes in production regime brought 

integration, which drives the transport cost between A and B to zero. First consider

the influence of trade costs, starting from the degenerate case of frictionless
trade with all trade costs set to zero. All zero profit loci will have similar shape

centers, with diameters varying according to the value of f, g, and y. πn, with the

lowest fixed cost, is innermost; πmu outside of πn, and πmAB outside of that. No

multinationals will exist before or after integration and all demand for X in A and

B will be met by imports from ROW, as in Panel 1 of Figure 2. Now let trade cos

increase. The center of πn shifts right and the N ray will rotate clockwise about the
origin, becoming flatter. As trade costs increase from zero, πn will eventually

intersect πmu. There will be no change in the production regime until th

intersection occurs above N; call the value of t at which this occurs t1.14 For all t>t1
and only those values, multinationals will exist after PTA formation. For t just

above t1, however, only national firms exist before integration. In these ca

(Panel 2) there is clear investment creation, as the expanded market resultin
integration justifies the fixed cost of subsidiaries, a “market expansion” effe

Higher trade costs lead to relatively fewer national firms after integration, s

being displaced completely at trade cost t2 where πn intersects πmu on Mu. As trade

costs continue to grow, πn will come to intersect πmAB as well, but analogous to

before there will not be any multinationals in the pre-integration situation until

intersection occurs above N (Panel 3); call the corresponding trade cost t3. At this
level of trade costs, no national firms exist after integration.15 As initial trade costs

continue to increase the proportion of pre-integration multinationals, relativ

national firms, continues to increase until the intersection of πn and πmAB lies on Mu

at t=t4. For t≥t4 integration results in the reduction of plants MNEs maintain in 

PTA as firms rationalize production into a single plant located in the PTA

“rationalization” effect. We summarize with a proposition.

Proposition 1: For t<t1, integration has no effect on production regime and no multinationals exis
For t1<t<t2, no multinationals exist before integration, but integration will prompt FDI into the

14The various critical values of t for regime shifting are algebraically unwieldy, and so are relegated w
supporting discussion to the technical notes available from the authors.

15This result is contained in the technical notes.
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integrating region. For t2<t<t3, no MNEs exist before integration but completely dominate
production after integration. For t3<t<t4, there will be some FDI before integration and post-
integration production is dominated by MNEs. For t>t4, MNEs dominate production both before
and after integration.

Thus, the extent to which integration spurs investment into the region 

depend largely on how bad the initial trade distortion was. Economies with he
distorted trade regimes are more likely to see reduced investment as 

rationalize region-wide production (rationalization effect) while mildly distort

trade regimes are more likely to see increased investment as the larger m

ensuing from integration justifies the cost of an additional plant (market 

effect).

B. Fixed Costs and Country Size

The diameters of the zero profit loci depend directly on the ratio of fixed c

to expenditure in the X sector, with expenditure in turn directly related to incom

An increase in the diameters makes FDI less likely at any given level of t

distortion, or alternatively a higher distortion is required to motivate any gi

amount of FDI (in terms of the ratio of MNEs to national firms). Thus a symme

decrease in income holding fixed costs constant will imply a lesser likelihoo
FDI at any given initial distortion. Also, as is now well appreciated in the F

literature, the predominance of plant-level scale economies over firm-level s

economies makes it less desirable for a firm to establish multiple plants and 

to favor the existence of national firms over MNEs. Here, this would refle

decrease in the f/g ratio which would increase the diameters of the MNEs z

profit loci proportionately more than the locus for national firms, again dicta
a lower FDI response at any given distortion level. Additionally, the effects du

different trade costs discussed above would occur over a wider range of t.

One of the few asymmetries this partial equilibrium analysis can hand

income differences between the integrating region and ROW. Consider an income

shift from the integrating region to ROW holding world income constant. If al

firms are of any one single type, then firms are indifferent to the distributio
income and profitability is unaffected. Thus, all zero profit loci will intersect 

corresponding mono-firm ray at a constant point regardless of the distributio

income (holding world income constant). This change in the distribution

income decreases the vertical diameters of all loci and simultaneously incr

the horizontal diameters, rotating the loci counterclockwise about t

intersections with the corresponding mono-firm ray (i.e., about (m) for πmu).
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Consider Figure 1 again, supposing (B) as the initial point. As incom
transferred from the PTA to ROW, the πmu locus moves out while the πn locus

moves in. The equilibrium point will move closer to N, lowering the equilibrium

pR and raising pu, and making national firms a larger portion of the industry. If w

suppose a t such that only MNEs are active before and after integrati

successively larger increases in the income transfer will first introduce nat

firms into the pre-integration equilibrium. Then MNEs will be squeezed out of
pre-integration equilibrium and national firms will exist after integration. Th

the smaller the integrating region is relative to the rest of the world, the less l

is FDI for any given trade cost, as the potential for over-investment into

fragmented region is less. Smaller integrating countries are more likely to

additional investment (if any) as integration will be more likely to see a ma

expansion effect that brings FDI into the PTA than a rationalization effect 
reduces existing FDI. A reduction in y would yield qualitatively identical effects.

This contrasts with Motta and Norman (1996) who find that country size has

effect on prices and more impact on the dispersion of FDI in the integra

region.

C. Number of Firms

Integration has consequences for the number of firms in equilibrium.

assumption each firm, regardless of type, maintains a plant in ROW and ROW is

constrained to have no X imports. Thus the output and markup of every firm 

ROW is identical. With constant marginal costs and incomes, an increase pR

increases the markup eRR which implies via (2) that market share must increase

each firm. An increase in market share can only occur if some firms are forc
exit. The total number of firms is thus strictly decreasing in pR, ceteris paribus. 

For all t, t1<t<t3, integration entails an increase in pR, as at least some MNEs wil

exist after integration. For these distortion levels, the market size effect will b

foreign investment into the PTA but will also entail a decrease in the total num

of firms. Firms individually are diversifying production across several plants,

the industry as a whole is rationalizing production into fewer firms. When exte
trade costs are high enough, distortion-jumping FDI increases competition i

PTA which culls some (or all) national firms, which lessens competition in ROW
as MNEs are better able to use revenues raised in the PTA to support firm-sp

costs.

For t>t4, pR must fall, which means the total number of firms rises. Tra
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distortions are high enough that every firm will jump all of them. However, 
number of production plants in the PTA will fall. Using market clearing conditio

analogous to (16) and supply equations (5)-(7) and assuming all firms are o

same type, it can be shown that the number of firms, z, is given as

,

where H is the ratio of total fixed cost to X expenditure for the given firm type. I

is then the case that

(19)

for all finite, positive values of g. Since the number of plants in the PTA per fir
is halved but the number of firms less than doubles, the number of plants i

PTA will fall and that region will see less aggregate investment.

For trade costs between t3 and t4 there is some indeterminacy. For trade co

closer to t3 the number of firms will decrease implying an increase in produc

plants in the PTA following integration, while for trade costs closer to t4 the

contrary is true. Thus, there exists some value of t such that the number of plant
in the PTA will remain constant, though it is not clear whether or not the num

of firms will remain constant at this t.

D. Welfare

With zero profits, we need only consider the welfare of consumers. Con

incomes imply that the consumers budget line is fixed in terms of the nume
good, so welfare is simply an inverse function of the relative price of X. The

integrating countries are made unambiguously better off as long as 

multinationals exist after integration, since pu must in the process fall. It is

interesting to note that A and B are better off no matter what happens to t

amount of investment therein, provided there is at least some investment

integration.16 Welfare in ROW is directly related to the total number of firms, an
so will at first fall and then rise upon integration as initial trade costs incre

The model suggests that integration will make participating countries bette

z H
1 2y+
---------------=

1
mu

mAB

---------< 3g f+
2g f+
--------------= 1

1
2
---<

16It is also interesting that pre-integration welfare in A and B is not strictly decreasing in trade co
falls until t >t3, and then rises as local production increases that cuts back local markups.
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but for some levels of trade distortion this will be at the expense of exclu
countries. Summarizing the last two subsections we submit Proposition 2,

Proposition 2: For some tz, t3<tz<t4, the total number of firms will not change upon integration. For
all t<t1 integration will have no effect on either the number of firms or welfare of any country. Fo
all t such that t1<t<tz, integration will reduce the total number of firms, increase welfare in A and
B, and decrease welfare in ROW. For t> tz, the total number of firms will fall while the welfare of
all countries rises.

Of course, these welfare results are highly specific to the interpretation of 

costs we have used. Were the trade costs in question tariffs, then the integ

countries could see some loss of income if any national firms exist be

integration.

E. Trade Flows

The potential for trade diversion and trade creation has been of interest 

Viner’s introduction of the terms, but not nearly so frequently in the contex

geographically shifting production. Recall that national firms export from the 

of the world but multinationals export from PTA countries. For t<t1 multinationals

never emerge and trade patterns are unaffected. For t1<t<t3 multinationals only
emerge upon integration. Integration then entails some trade diversion and

creation as the exports from national firms are supplanted by the productio

multinationals locally and in the PTA partner. Unlike other studies without shif

production, we see here a sort of intra-firm trade deflection as firms subs

local production for exports. As trade costs rise and MNEs enter the 

integration equilibrium, there is more local production and less trade diver
Eventually, when trade costs are high enough to fully exclude national fi

integration is entirely trade creating as MNEs service one PTA market with in

PTA exports. This is essentially because the trade distortion was bad enoug

there was no trade with anyone before the PTA, and hence no trade to def

IV. Conclusions

We have examined how regional integration among countries that are pot

hosts to foreign direct investment might affect the pattern of that investm

Preferential trade areas that have low individual trade costs relative to thei

and the economies of scale in the multinational sector could see incre

investment due to a more integrated market, while groupings with high indivi
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 on
trade costs are more likely to experience a rationalization of investment as 
concentrate production in fewer plants. Nonetheless, increased competitio

economies of scale lead to lower prices for the integrating countries.

This analysis employs extensive symmetry assumptions, and considers o

narrow motivation for FDI. Future studies which allow for differences in exter

trade costs and marginal costs (particularly between the integrating countrie

the rest of the world) are likely to uncover interesting results.
This exercise has assumed throughout that investment is horizontal in n

with but a single stage of production. However, production is a multistage pro

with an ever decreasing need to have different stages located in the same p

spot. Future inquiry into the impact of regional integration on inward dir

investment that recognizes segmented production would likely yield additi

insights.
Submitted 10 September 1999, accepted 24 May 2000
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Appendix

Here we will introduce the relevant equations for single subsidiary pre-integra

MNEs (type-mi firms), and discuss price equilibria and the motivation for assum

no type-mi firms. The pricing equation for X sales in ROW by type-mi firms is as

given in (3), and for X sales in A and B pricing is given by (4). Outputs in terms o

prices are then given by (5), (7), and (6) for sales in ROW, the PTA country in which

the firms subsidiary is located, and the other PTA country, respectively. The equ
for the zero profit locus for type-mi firm’s, denoted πmi, is then

(A1)

with center at ( ). The price ratio consistent with only type-mi firms

pR c–( ) pR⁄( )2

2g f+
---------------------------------

pu c–( ) pu⁄( )2
pu c 1 t+( )– pu⁄( )2+

2g f+( ) 2y⁄
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------+ 1=

c 1 t t2+ + 2⁄
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(A2)

which lies between N and Mu.

If firms are of a single type, then the relevant price ratio can be use
substitute out one of the prices in the relevant zero-profit condition and then 

for the other price. Denoting pi,k as the price in region i if all firms are type-k, we

obtain

   (A3)

   (A4)

, and (A5)

  (A6)

where a=1+t+t 2/2. Under a homogeneous regime pR is invariant to the level of

trade costs except for mi firms. It can be shown comparing the quadratic forms

pR,mu and pR,mi that the latter is less than the former by an amount that is increa

in t at a decreasing rate. Since the former is constant, pR,mi must be decreasing in t.
Under a mixed regime only prices in the integrating region are tract

derived. Assuming the mixed regime contains only two firm types, we can 

the relevant zero profit conditions (both of which hold) and compute t

difference to determine pu. Letting pu,k1,k2 denote pu when the two firm types are k1
and k2,

   (A7)

. (A8)

(A8) exceeds (A7) provided either exists as a real number (g≤ty/(2+t)), consistent

with prices falling in the PTA upon integration.

pR pu⁄ 1 t t
2+ + 2⁄( )

1 2⁄–
=

pu mu, pR mu, c 1 2g f+
1 2y+
---------------– 

 
1–

= =

pu mAB, pR mAB, c 1 3g f+
1 2y+
---------------– 

 
1–

= =

pu n, pR n, 1 t+( )⁄ c 1 t+( ) 1 g f+
1 2y+
---------------– 

 
1–

= =

pu mi, =pR mi, a =

c a 2 t+( )y a 2 t+( )y+( )
2

1 2y+( ) 1 2y 2g– f–+( )–+ +[ ]
1 2y 2g– f–+

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

pu n mu, ,
2cty

g
----------- 1 g 2 t+( )

2ty
-------------------–=

pu n mi, , pu n mAB, ,
cty
g

------- 1 1 g 2 t+( )
ty

-------------------––= =
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Note that the mixed-regime pre-integration PTA price is independent of 
many subsidiaries a multinational maintains in the PTA. Since we have foun

intersection of πmi and πmAB with πn, equivalent PTA prices implies equivalen

ROW prices. Essentially, when a firm invests it is trading off the relief fro

transport costs for the fixed cost of an additional plant. Since profits are he

zero, markup revenues are additive across countries, and A and B are identical,

firms are indifferent between maintaining one or two plants in the union and p
are identical regardless. The only exception is when trade costs are prohibitiv

investment is the only way to access A or B. Then firms would choose zero or tw

subsidiaries, but not one; if under such circumstances it is worth it to investA
or B, then it is certainly worth it to invest in the other.

This result can lead to some ambiguity, as noted in the main text, wher

assume that pre-integration MNEs will set up a subsidiary in both A and B, or
neither. As the set of price equilibria under single-subsidiary MNEs is a subs

the set of price equilibria under dual-subsidiary MNEs, in the main analysis

focus on the latter since it gives a broader pattern of PTA-induced price cha

However, some results may vary if MNEs are restricted to a single foreign 

and these qualifications should be mentioned. Given symmetric trade cos

MNE could serve an export market from either ROW or the PTA partner, but our
assumption of two pre-integration plants necessarily prohibits the existenc

exporting MNEs. This assumption will skew results related to trade creation

diversion, issues of interest in the PTA literature. 

Additionally, suppose we were to assume that pre-integration MNEs l

themselves to a single plant in the integrating region rather than the two ass

in the main text. As noted above, this requires that pre-integration pR,mi must be
less than post-integration pR,mu. It is then the case that PTA formation must alwa

increase pR if any MNEs exist after PTA formation, and ROW can never be m

better off by the PTA. However, for high enough values of t such that MNEs

dominate production both before and after the PTA, there can still b

rationalization effect since the number of firms must fall, and each maintai

single plant in the PTA. The result that the price of X in the PTA falls with
integration is robust to assumptions on the pre-integration number of p

maintained abroad by MNEs.
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